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Abstract: Risk assessment and management is of critical importance to modern enterprises and
organizations. Bank Customer Service risk is concerned primarily with how customers of a bank
rate their experience with the various aspects of banking. In the current financial conditions and
competition among banks, it‟s easy for customers to switch if they are not satisfied. This risk
related to bank customer can be assessed by investigating various aspects of banking activities.
The principal author has built the foundational aspects and an associated automated software tool
for quantitative risk management. This software tool, the Risk-o-Meter (RoM) will provide
measurable risk, cost, and risk mitigation advice for vulnerabilities associated with banking.

I. INTRODUCTION
There are few customer satisfaction surveys like sogosurvey.com [1], but these are qualitative
based. There are guidelines on how to choose metrics [2] and also research related to customer
service and retail banking [3] is available, but there is no definitive framework to capture data
and analyze it. Wiki defines Risk as „the potential of losing something of value, weighed against
the potential to gain something of value‟. In the context of banking, customer relationship is
valuable; hence it pays to manage the associated risks by identifying threats and vulnerabilities.
Once all risks are identified, formulating a cost-optimized solution to mitigate undesirable risks
to a tolerable level is often an ad-hoc process. In this research, we adopt a model of customer
satisfaction risk that quantifies the user‟s experience with five crucial aspects of the banking.
However we will add an original concept of quantification to the existing model through a
designed algorithm by the principal author to calculate the bank customer satisfaction risk index.
To accomplish this task, numerical and/or cognitive data was collected to supply the input
parameters to calculate the quantitative satisfaction risk index for a given bank. This paper will
not only present a quantitative model but also provide a remedial cost-optimized game-theoretic
analysis about how to bring an undesirable risk down to a locally-determined “tolerable level”.
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II. METHODOLOGY
This applied research paper implements a methodology on how to reduce the risk associated with
bank customer service with respect to given bank. A Software-centered composite security posture is
proposed to aid bank management, staff, and call-center reps within a bank. The primary author‟s
innovation, i.e. RoM (Risk-O-Meter), an automated software tool, will provide bank managers a
measurable assessment of the current service level detailing associated cost and risk mitigation
suggestions for identified vulnerabilities and threats associated with the overall banking experience,
from customer‟s perspective. The Risk of Service (RoS) metric out of 100% will be assessed and
provide a remedial cost-optimized game-theoretic analysis about how to bring an undesirable risk
down to a locally-determined “tolerable level”. While the Risk-O-Meter can be utilized on virtually
any aspect of business, this particular implementation focuses on five key areas critical in ensuring
Bank Customer Service Satisfaction.
1. Access Modes: Very first step in banking is to get in touch with the bank. Advent of
telephone and internet has affected banking domain too. Customers expect convenience, be it
ability to do online banking from home or work, drive-through ATMs for quick cash
withdrawal, etc, etc. This key area focuses on Online Presence, Telephone Communication,
and Branch or ATM location. Each of these areas must be addressed to meet needs of
customers of every generation.
2. Branch Experience: Many customers still prefer traditional way of banking which adds a
personal touch. This is particularly important for those customers who manage many account
related to various aspects like debit accounts, loans, mortgages, wealth management, etc with
same bank. This vulnerability covers Customer Reception, Information Availability, Branch
Ambiance, and Waiting Time.
3. Customer Service: This includes general Customer Service related areas like Customer
Friendliness of customer service reps or staff at branch, way in which Collections are
handled, Familiarity or Knowledge level of service reps with respect to bank offerings, and
Business Hours.
4. Transactions: Once bank-customer relationship has been established, focus moves to
Transactions. Is Fee reasonable & comparable to other banks? Does Processing Time match
or exceed that of competitor banks? Are there any functional glitches in Interbank
Communication? Is International Banking facilitated?
5. Products & Services: This area of interest looks at Products offered by bank in different
domains like savings, investments, insurance, mortgages & loans. Services assessed include
bank proactively sending monthly statements, providing conveniences like (auto) bill-pay,
financial planner app / calendar, automatically renewing expired cards, monitoring
transactions to thwart fraud payments, etc. How about Compliance? Is customer assured of
their deposit money? Is Privacy handled with due diligence? Is bank involved in local
community? Online Banking section delves deep to assess CIA related to online banking.
This research focuses on the areas vital to ensure customer service provides bank managers with an
analysis they can use to more efficiently serve their customers.
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III. VULNERABILITIES, THREATS AND COUNTERMEASURES
As previously noted, five vulnerabilities are assessed: Access Modes, Branch Experience, Customer
Service, Transactions, and Products & Services. Within each vulnerability category, questions pertain
to specific threats and countermeasures. For example, within the Branch Experience vulnerability,
users are asked questions regarding Ambiance, Waiting Times, Information Availability and
Customer Reception threats and countermeasures. See Figure 1 regarding Bank Customer Service
Satisfaction Risk Diagram below for all associated vulnerabilities and threats. The users‟ responses
are then used to generate a quantitative bank customer service risk index.
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Figure 1. Bank Customer Service Satisfaction Risk Diagram

IV. ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS
Questions are designed to elicit the user‟s response regarding the perceived risk from particular
threats, and the countermeasures the users may employ to counteract those threats. For example, in
the Products and Services vulnerability, questions regarding Online Banking include both Threat and
Countermeasure questions.
Threat questions would include:






Is bank website not secure?
Is it unsafe if user forgets to explicitly logout after online banking?
Is it easy to break customer login (authentication)?
Is bank website down often times?
Does customer need to login multiple times for different accounts?

While countermeasure questions would include:







Are branch transactions done over secure connections like https or ssl?
Is Digital Certificate valid and current?
Does online session expire automatically after few minutes of inactivity?
Does bank employ Multi-factor authentication?
Does bank ensure online banking is available 24/7?
Does bank ensure all debit/credit/loan accounts are accessible from one online account?
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Figure 2. Bank Customer Service Satisfaction – Optimization Screenshot

V. RISK CALCULATIONAND MITIGATION
Essentially, the users are responding Yes or No to these questions. These responses (approximately
normally distributed since Mean and Median are almost the same) are used to calculate residual risk.
Using a game-theoretical mathematical approach, the calculated risk index is used to generate an
optimization or lowering of risk to desired levels [4]. Further, mitigation advice will be generated to
show bank managers, branch staff, customer service reps, and other interested parties [5]. That is, in
what areas the risk can be reduced to optimized or desired levels such as from 50% to 30% in the
screenshot representing the median response from the study participants.
Figure 2 above is a screenshot of the Median Risk Meter Results Table displaying threat,
countermeasure, and residual risk indices; optimization options; as well as risk mitigation advice. For
this study, a random sample of 31 respondents was taken and their final risk percent results are
tabulated and presented in Appendix A and B with details at the end of this paper.

VI. CONCLUSION
The Risk Meter breaks new ground in that it provides a quantitative assessment of risk to the user as
well as recommendations for mitigating that risk. As such, it will be a highly useful tool for security
personnel, facility managers, network personnel, management, and other interested parties seeking to
minimize and mitigate bank customer service risk in an objective, quantitatively based manner.
Future work will involve the incorporation of new questions so as to better refine user responses and
subsequent calculation of risk and mitigation recommendations. Minimization and mitigation of bank
customer service risk will greatly benefit not only the organizations deploying the applications, but
society at large through the minimization of security breaches leading to monetary loss and ID theft.
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APPENDIX A: Respondent Final Risk Percent Results Table
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APPENDIX B: Bank Survey Details
Bank Customer Service Risk survey has 5 categories of areas of interest (vulnerabilities) related to
banking from customer‟s perspective as listed in Risk Diagram.
Directions:
This Page:





Enter your name (optional)
Enter bank name (mandatory)
Select all vulnerability areas that apply
Proceed to appropriate pages to complete survey for respective vulnerability

Survey Page(s):
1. Vulnerability:
 Rate Vulnerability (1-10) with 10 being most vulnerable and 1 being least
vulnerable
 Tick/mark all checkboxes that apply
2. Threat:
 Rate Threat (1-10) with 10 being greatest threat and 1 being least threat
 Tick/mark each threat for each threat category (must choose atleast one)
3. Counter Measures:
 Rate associated Counter Measure (1-10) for each threat category chosen above
with 10 being most effective and 1 being least effective
 Tick/mark each threat for each threat category (must choose atleast one)

Name: Jane Doe
Bank: PoorPeoplesBank
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